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LIBÉRER LA BÊTE

Antler Firearms, was created in 2014, under the name of Fierce Canada. Following a reorganisation, we
changed our name in order to distinguish ourselves from our American partner Fierce Firearms. Our
rifles, which were known as Fierce, will now be known as “Antler”.

PRECISION AND PERFORMANCE
Let me introduce myself, Hugues Vaillancourt, owner of Antler Firearms, the
composite division as well as Nutech, a CNC machine shop on lathes and
machining centers.
We employ more than 120 employees and own 40 CNC machines. We
have been manufacturing gun parts for major gun manufacturers for over
30 years.

Our team has worked hard in research and development to come along with technical improvements to
our rifles that will allow you to increase your experience. Our finishes have also been carefully
harmonized with the nature of elements. Our rifles are entirely made in Quebec: from design to manufacture. We have a show room directly at our factory, is located in Disraeli near Thetford Mines. Our
rifles are light, precise and efficient. These qualities are not the result of chance, but the accuracy of
every detail that makes us appreciated and recognized.
Our expertise, manufacturing processes and quality control enables us to machine complex
components to the exact requirements. Our work is based on cutting-edge equipment, the continual
improvement of our procedures and constantly searching for new approaches. We use noble materials
such as titanium, which has mechanical properties that make it possible to shape thin and light parts.
Carbon fiber stocks and barrels are made by our Composite division. We have chosen carbon for its
tensile, compressive and stiff properties as well as its excellent temperature of retention.

I combined my experience as well as the expertise of my team to design
the best rifle on the market.
To obtain a high precision rifle, every little detail is important, especially
when shooting over long distances. There are so many external factors that
can influence our performance that’s why its essential to trust perfectly your
gun. For over 45 years, precision and quality is what distingues us.

Hugues Vaillancourt, President

Throughout the manufacturing process, accurate testing is done by using CMM, air gages and optical
comparators to maintain extremely tight tolerances on parts. Accuracy tests are carried out in our
underground shooting range so that each product is certified. Upon delivery, we guarantee that each
gun must have ½ MOA (grouping 3 bullets within ½ inch over a distance of 100 yards) with the
appropriate ammunition. The rifle is delivered with the target used during the accurancy tests. We keep
the details of the ammunition used so that the customer can obtain the same ammunition.

ANTLERARMS.COM

STAINLESS STEEL ACTION AND BARREL

We build our own high-end, ultra-lightweight carbon fiber stocks. The fiber is stretched manually in the molds
to increase rigidity in calculated places.

The "Expedition" rifle our primary model. Machined without fluting on the barrel and bolt.
At Antler, we know that trusting your rifle is essential. The "Expedition" model has been designed with the
aim of going along with the hunter during crucial moments and to ensure that these moments become
unforgettable hunting experiences.
Weight: 6.6 pounds

2 types of STOCKS offered :
Standard | Thumbhole

Limbsaver pad

3 lugs action, rotation 70°.
Without groove

Carbon has very interesting properties: it is three times harder and 50% lighter than wood, which makes it a
component of choice. In addition of being waterproof, resistant and requiring little care, carbon doesn’t react
with variations of temperture it remains accurate and so there is no unpredictable tensions between the barrel
and the stock) Our stocks evenly distribute recoil. They are equipped with patented “Limbsaver” brand pads
which are recognized for their quality of recoil absorption. It also has an adjustable cheek rest.

*Weights are always calculated on
.300 calibers WIN MAG, barrel 24 in

Three position safety lock

Stainless steel barrel (416) is full (without groove)

Cerakote coating

Color: Coyote 107-007
Adjustable trigger, crisp 2 ¾
The Antler logo is integrated
into all types of stocks

Muzzle brake MB42 is included
It is screwed at the end of the barrel

PRICE: 2195$

Detachable box magazine:
capacity: 4 ammo
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STAINLESS STEEL ACTION AND BARREL
Wild Mountain is a combination of design and performance. Our machining experts, added an artistic touch
to the barrel by machining it in a spiral fluting shape. Our finishes in earth tones give it lots of style and character.

ACTION : The bases and the recoil lug are integrated into the action. This greatly contributes to
increasing the precision of the mechanism by reducing the vibration

From a technical aspect, the barrel grooves are formed with a button "buttom rifling" rather than cold forging.
The advantage is that it induces little stress in the barrel, leaves few marks and increases the precision of
the diameter of the barrel. The fluting also eliminate weight, promotes cooling, and in addition to improve the
esthetic appearance. Spiral fluting barrels are available for WILD MOUNTAIN and TI MOUNTAIN models.

BARREL is manufactured from a high quality match grade of stainless steel (416). It is machined in a spiral
fluting shape.

4 types of STOCKS offered :
Standard adjustable |Left-handed adjustable | LR Mountain adjustable| Thumbhole

PRICE: 2 895$

Integrated base and recoil
lug with right-handed gun

Spiral fluting barrel

Muzzle brake included

COLOR:
Midnight—Trophy
104-004

Weight:7.2 pounds
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TITANIUM ACTION / STAINLESS STEEL BARREL
This model is perfectly adapted for hunting which requires carrying your rifleover a long distance. Weight is
an important factor to consider depending on your ability and the type of hunting you are do. At the end of
the day, a lighter rifle makes a big difference.

ACTION : The bases and the recoil lug are integrated into the action. This greatly contributes to
increasing the precision of the mechanism by reducing the vibration

The titanium mechanism is the best on the market. This alloy is very strong, tough, light, resistant to

BARREL is manufactured from a high quality match grade of stainless steel (416). It is machined in a spiral
fluting shape.

corrosmatch ion and in addition it has a very interesting appearance.
Its weight is 50% lighter than stainless steel.

4 types of STOCKS offered :
Standard adjustable |Left-handed adjustable | LR Mountain adjustable| Thumbhole

Integrated base and recoil lug
with right-handed gun

PRICE: 3 595$

Spiral fluting barrel

Muzzle brake included

COULEUR:
Tungsten - Black
101-000

Weight: 6.7 pounds
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STAINLESS STEEL ACTION/ CARBON BARREL

THE CARBON BARREL

The Carbon Mountain has a carbon barrel. This rifle is perfect for magnum calibers whose shots are very
powerful and generate a lot of heat.
This barrel is stiffer, lighter and most importantly, it dissipates heat faster between shots than stainless steel
barrels.

is made up of a stainless steel barrel that has been refined to make it as raw
as possible and then surrounded by several layers of carbon fiber.
During manufacturing, the carbon is combined with the resin which is belted by heat treatment on 3 differents axes of the barrel. The fiber is glued at high temperature along the entire length of the barrel so that
each strand sticks perfectly to it. This method allows us to fuse metals (stainless steel and carbon) to obtain
a single cylindrical body.
The result allows us to obtain a lighter, stiffer and also more accurate barrel; which has the property of
dissipating heat more quickly.

4 types of STOCKS offered :
Standard adjustable |Left-handed adjustable | LR Mountain adjustable| Thumbhole

Integrated base and recoil
lug with right-handed gun

Available with CARBON MOUNTAIN & ROCKY MOUNTAIN models

PRICE 3 295$

Carbon finish

Muzzle brake included

COLOR: 002-102
Hunter Orange
Weight: 6.6 pounds
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our elite model
TITANIUM ACTION / CARBON BARREL

THE CARBON BARREL

The Rocky Mountain is our elite model. This rifle has all of our superior components and offers you optimal
support in all situations.
We have combined our know-how by pairing our exceptional carbon barrel and our
ultra-light titanium action. All you have to do is focus on your essential priorities… gaming, shooting
and living out your passion!

4 types of STOCKS offered :
Standard adjustable |Left-handed adjustable | LR Mountain adjustable| Thumbhole

is made up of a stainless steel barrel that has been refined to make it as raw as
possible and then surrounded by several layers of carbon fiber.

During manufacturing, the carbon is combined with the resin which is belted by heat treatment on 3 differents
axes of the barrel. The fiber is glued at high temperature along the entire length of the barrel so that each
strand sticks perfectly to it. This method allows us to fuse metals (stainless steel and carbon) to obtain a single cylindrical body.
The result allows us to obtain a lighter, stiffer and also more accurate barrel; which has the property of
dissipating heat more quickly.

Available with CARBON MOUNTAIN & ROCKY MOUNTAIN models

Integrated base and recoil
lug with right-handed gun

PRICE: 3 995
Muzzle brake included

COLOR: OD GREEN
103-003

Weight: 6.6 pounds

ACTION : The base and the recoil lug are integrated into the action. This greatly contributes to
increasing the precision of the mechanism by reducing the vibration

The titanium mechanism is the best on the market. This alloy is very strong, tough, light, resistant to
corrosion and in addition it has a very interesting appearance. Its weight is 50% lighter than stainless
steel. The titanium mechanism is available with the TI MOUNTAIN and ROCKY MOUNTAIN models
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COMPONENTS
We build our own high-end, ultra-lightweight
carbon fiber stocks. The fiber is stretched
manually in the molds to increase rigidity in
calculated places.
Carbon has very interesting properties: it is
three times harder and 50% lighter than wood,
which makes it a component of choice. In
addition of being waterproof, resistant and
requiring little care, carbon doesn’t react with
variations of temperture it remains accurate and
so there is no unpredictable tensions between
the barrel and the stock) Our stocks evenly distribute recoil. They are equipped with patented
“Limbsaver” brand pads which are recognized
for their quality of recoil absorption. It also has
an adjustable cheek rest.

Marking under the rifle

Adjustable
cheek piece

Limbsaver recoil pad

MB42

MUZZLE BRAKE
: The Muzzle brake screws into the end of the barrel and it is
equipped with 42 angle holes which allow gases to escape around the barrel, which reduces
the recoil by approximately 50%. When designing, we added a 15 degree forward angle on all
holes. This directs the sound shut away from the shooter. It is offered in stainless steel for
barrels of the same type and in titanium for carbon barrels.

We use a CERAKOTE PAINT COATING on all our models to improve the strength and finish of our
parts. This coating is the most efficient and has been validated by approved laboratories in terms of
anti-corrosion and scratches. On the other hand, it facilitates sliding and wear limits, while reducing
traditional greasing.
ACTION : The bases and the recoil lug are integrated into the action. This greatly contributes to increasing the
precision of the mechanism by reducing the vibration.

The various colors of finishes are shown on the next page

PRECISION
½ MOA
100 YARDS

Each ANTLER gun is CERTIFIED to group 3 bullets
within ½ MOA over a distance of 100 yards with ballistics
tested during quality control. Each rifle is delivered with the
target which was used to test it.

TRY IT IS TO ADOPT IT!

22 COLORS POSSIBILITIES: STOCK / GUN

4 TYPES OF STOCKS: Standard, Mountain LR, Thumbhole, Left Handed*

STOCK: OD

Gun: Tungsten –101

Gun: Black– 100

Gun:
OD Green 103

Gun: Black-100

Gun:
Hunter orange-102

Gun:
Desert sand-106

Gun: Black-100

Gun:
Midnight bronze 104

Gun: Tungsten –101

Gun: Black– 100

Gun: Tungsten –101

Gun: Storm-105

STOCK: COYOTE-007

ORANGE-002
STOCK: HUNTER

STOCK: TROPHY-004

Gun:
Midnight bronze 104

Gun: Black– 100

STOCK: FIRE-009

Gun: Black– 100

Gun: Black –100

STOCK: STORM-008

GREEN-003

STOCK: PHANTOM-001

Gun: Tungsten –101

STOCK: BEAR-005

Gun: Black– 100

STOCK: GOLDEN-006

STOCK: BLACK-000

* Left handed rifles are offered with standard stocks

Gun: Black– 100

Gun: Coyote-107

Gun: Black– 100

Gun: Tungsten –101

MOUNTAIN LR

THUMBHOLE

SALES DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
Business hours :
Monday to Thursday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

NEED OPTICS?
WE ARE DEALER

Friday from 8:00 a.m. to noon
It is better to make an appointment to ensure that
someone will be available to see you.

AVAILABLE
CALIBER

Barrel length
20"

.22-250
6.5 Creedmoor

7mm Rem Mag

26"

With the purchase of a
telescope, installation and
adjustment are included

x
x

6.5 PRC
.308 WIN

24"

x

x
x

SALE OF ACCESSORIES
x

28 Nosler

x
x





.300 WIN MAG

x

x



.300 PRC

x

x



x



.338 LAPUA
.375 H&H

x

Custom turret
Binoculars
Lens protectors
Transport cases
Bipods
Clothings, caps, hoodies

20, rue Industrielle, Disraeli, Qc, G0N 1E0
ph.: 418-449-4142#234
info@antlerarms.com | ANTLERARMS.COM

TO FOLLOW US
Antler Arms

